A study is made of the aerodynamic damping in a cascade of oscillating aerofoils in subsonic compressible flow with the system mode described by a constant interblade phasing predicted by Lane (9). The integral downwash equation is obtained as an extension of Possio's equation for an isolated aerofoil. Procedures for a practical solution of the equation have allowed the aerodynamic reactions and damping derivatives to be evaluated with a digital computer after minimisation of the critical flutter velocity with respect to interblade phase angle. The effect of aerodynamic lag in separation conditions as a function of reduced frequency and chordwise location is compared with results without separation.
Introduction
The problem of the stalling of blades in a compressor is still an important practical problem [1] . Since axial compressors of increasingly high compression ratio have been in operation, the incidence of blade fatigue failures has increased and the idea is generally accepted that stall flutter plays a large part in these failures. Woods [2] has studied incompressible separating flow past a cascade of aerofoils and Low and Woods [3] have studied incompressible unsteady flow through a cascade when the inlet velocity is varying in magnitude. The case of an oscillating cascade in compressible flow was analysed by the author [4] and the present paper extends sections of this work which are likely to be of practical interest. It is the aim to study the subsonic compressible flow through vibrating stages of turbomachinery for which the blade height is small compared with a blade's distance from the axis of rotation such that two dimensional theory is applicable. The prediction of the air loads on an oscillating cascade blade from such an unsteady aerodynamic theory together with a knowledge of the regions where the loss of aerodynamic damping becomes significant should enable more light to be thrown on this problem. Some results from a related problem on the stability of helicopter rotor blades in slow forward motion at low inflow conditions will also be discussed.
The aerodynamic damping of an aerofoil -which is the main source of damping -is positive in flexure and torsion at low incidences and air speeds below the critical Mach number, but unstable oscillations, where the energy extracted from the air stream offsets the damping present, can occur as a result of phase differences between the flexural and torsionaJ modes.
This "classical" flutter is not a common form of flutter in compressor blading because of the relatively large stiffness of compressor blades, although it has received considerable attention. In turbomachineiy, stall flutter is more important and in compressor cascades occurs only in flexural modes and at operating speeds considerably lower than design speeds. The oscillations with great loss of damping can be dangerous. Stall flutter is very difficult to investigate either theoretically (potential theory fails to apply) or experimentally even for a single aerofoil, although stall flutter for the single wing case where the flow separates form some fixed point on the upper surface, as with a spoiler, has been treated [5] for incompressible flow.
The loss of damping near stalling allows the blades to vibrate sporadically with high stresses under the minor random flow fluctuations of the air stream. Although a rather rigid distinction between classical and stall flutter is sometimes held, there appears to be no definite boundary between the two and some type of merging exists [5] . The exact natures of the phenomena involved in this merging are still uncertain. The present paper deals with an investigation into the classical type flutter in cascades in subsonic compressible flow and then considers the nature and effect of the phase lag between blade motion and aerodynamic force as the separation appears near the stall.
The oscillation of a staggered cascade of aerofoils in subsonic compressible flow (i) Remarks on Earlier Work
It is necessary to consider the apparently prohibitive number of possible system modes for a fluttering compressor blade row. Lilley [6] noted from experimental observations on the flutter of a series of elastic wings in cascade that adjacent blades were approximately n out of phase when fluttering. Reissner [7] (and others) had previously studied the aerodynamics of the single wing oscillating under the influence of tunnel walls to which this was equivalent. It should be noted that Lilley's observations indicated that for both staggered and unstaggered cascades, adjacent blades at flutter were approximately in this "antiphase" motion and that he derived the air forces and solved the cascade flutter problem assuming this motion for the unstaggered cascade only. Also previous tunnel wall interference results for the single wing apply of course, only to the unstaggered case.
Chang and Chu [8] studied the oscillation of an unstaggered two dimensional cascade at small incidence under the assumption that all blades oscillate in phase with one another. This allowed a solution by mapping techniques similar to those of Theodorsen for the flutter of a single wing.
This assumption of oscillations being in phase with one another, has, however, been shown to be the least conservative one possible [9] with respect to the prediction of critical flutter velocity, and not of great practical importance. The critical cascade flutter velocities on such a theory exceed those for a single isolated blade which is known to be opposite to the actual situation in practice.
The case of blades with phasing zero, n/2 and n has been studied by Mendelson and Carroll [10] but other phasings were very difficult to investigate and were not attempted. Sohngen [11] has also studied a case of a cascade of aerofoils oscillating in incompressible flow with amplitudes and phasings which need not be equal. A significant advance in the study of the actual type of system modes to be expected for compressor blades in flutter has been made by Lane [9] who investigated the dynamics of a very general multi-blade system from first principles with the idea of predicting, or at least restricting, in advance, the form of the system mode which exists at flutter. Lane proved that a system of identical blades, identically supported and equally spaced about a common rotor will flutter in a system mode, or at worst, in a linear combination of modes, in which all blades oscillate with identical blade modes and in which each blade leads or lags its neighbour by a common phase angle; the value of this angle constitutes one portion of the solution of the flutter problem for a particular configuration. The existence and uniqueness of these extremely simple system flutter modes eliminate problems associated with the otherwise prohibitive number of possible system modes for the blades. Lane's work can be interpreted as reducing by a factor of n the number of degrees of freedom necessary to analyse an »-bladed system. The proof holds for any type of flow and even near the onset of stalling (separating and reattaching boundary layer) -so long as a linear analysis is permissible at the flutter inception point. Another result is that the "antiphase" motion observed by Lilley is to be expected for the unstaggered cascade but not necessarily for other configurations.
The actual physical system to be studied is approximated to by a two-dimensional linear cascade model shown in Figure 1 and the system mode shape established by Lane is used. For a linear cascade as shown and also in practice for a compressor rotor with many blades, the phase angle a, between successive blades in Lane's analysis is assumed to be continuously variable and later, when the flutter velocity has been determined in terms of this angle, a minimisation of this flutter velocity with respect to a is done -to determine the critical flutter velocity -assuming a to be continuously variable. The true practical value of a in an actual compressor rotor with a large, but finite, number of blades will be the value closest to the determined value chosen from a discrete set of admissible a values as explained in Lane's paper [9] . Initial angle of attack of the blades is assumed to be small or zero and it is assumed that the oscillatory disturbances are sufficiently small for linearised theory to apply. The relation between a three dimensional solution and the present "strip" theory (cascade) approximation for blade rows having a large number of blades has been investigated [12] . Strip theory as herein used has been shown to correspond to the first term of a series development of the flow variables in inverse powers of the blade number. Analytical expressions for the three-dimensional corrections to strip theory have been evaluated and are proportional to N~ § where N is the number of blades in the blade row studied -and consequently are neglected in the present analysis in comparison with the nature of the other assumptions made.
The method used for the work described in the following section extends the isolated aerofoil theory of Possio [13] to the case of a cascade of aerofoils of chord c = 2b, stagger angle 6, and oscillating with an interblade phase angle a determined as previously described, with frequency o> in a compressible flow of free stream velocity V and free stream density p M .
(
ii) The Downwash Equation for a Staggered Cascade of Aerofoils
The physical system studied and relevant notation is shown in Figures la, b where the phase difference between successive blades is a. Proceeding along the lines used by Possio, the expression for the downwash per unit chord, W, is obtained as [4] : 
«=_«. drf
which relates the known downwash at x (as given by the oscillatory mode) to the unknown lift distribution on an aerofoil in the cascade. Equation (2) can be written in a simpler form:
where the kernels of the integral are given by
2° e (4) is the kernel of Possio's integral equation for an isolated aerofoil in compressible flow [13] , and that the kernel K x of equation (5) represents the correction to the isolated aerofoil results for the aerofoils in cascade. Equation (3) may be rewritten in a more useful form
where the series in the second integrand are given by
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J_oo W Equation (6) represents the complete solution of the unsteady aerodynamic problem for aerofoils in cascade having arbitrary stagger and oscillating in compressible flow and is analogous to Possio's solution for the isolated aerofoil. Unfortunately, this solution has attendant difficulties since there is no known closed solution for the series of equations (7), (8) and (9) for the arbitrary cascade. However, for 0 = 0 (an unstaggered cascade) some progress can be made as will be shown.
Another difficulty is that the above series S lt S 2 and S 3 are divergent for certain values of the geometric and flow parameters so that the kernel of the integral equation is then unbounded. This leads to a phenomenon which is analogous to the acoustical resonance of an isolated aerofoil in a wind tunnel.
Before discussing the more practical presentation of the above series leading to the determination of aerodynamic damping coefficients in an unstaggered cascade, some comment on the convergence of these series is of interest. This is advisable because for the particular values of the geometric and flow parameters, which it will be shown, make the series divergent; any numerical calculation using these series would fail to give sufficient accuracy in the neighbourhood of these values.
The physical aspects and significance can readily be interpreted by the following considerations:
Let the blades oscillate at frequency <y rad/sec and with an interblade phase angle a, where positive a implies that the reference blade leads the lower adjacent blade by that amount. For reinforcement of the signal, the propagation time for the pressure signal to traverse the distance between blades along the stagger line must equal the time lag of the oscillatory motion of adjacent blades (which is proportional to the interblade phase angle). The series of equations (7), (8) and (9) are divergent for values of the geometric and flow parameters which satisfy equation (10) , and at these values the lift distribution must vanish to satisfy physical reasoning. If such a condition is actually encountered by a blade system the aerodynamic forces use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700005395 must also vanish. If, under such unfortunate conditions, and external oscillatory energy source imparts energy to the blades at a frequency equal to the natural blade frequency, there is no aerodynamic dissipation of the energy, consequently the amplitude of the blade vibration is then limited only by the very small structural damping of the system. Fortunately, the radial variations in both incident flow and cascade geometry for an actual compressor with tapered twisted blades would probably make it impossible for a large radial extent of blades to be simultaneously at this resonant condition -but the situation can still be dangerous. The stability of the non linear differential-difference equation governing blade bending and small torsional oscillations near the onset of this condition, in the presence of disturbances from upstream wakes, has been analysed by digital computer [14] and the program is available from the author (Latest report currently in the press, / . Roy. Aero. Soc).
The existence of the resonant condition described has also been arrived at by Lane and Friedman [20] by studying the poles of the integral they obtain for the downwash velocity in terms of the Fourier transform of the pressure distribution.
The derivations of the resonant condition, both in the present report and in Lane and Friedman's paper can be usefully interpreted by the above derivation which shows the important physical aspects more clearly, than a formal and lengthy derivation of the conditions for convergence (which is, however, available [4] ).
The lift, moment and damping derivatives (i) Practical Evaluation of the Series S 1 , S 2 , S 3
Before dealing with the practical evaluation of damping derivatives near the stall which requires the introduction of aerodynamic lags, it will be necessary to put the series 5 1 
Now consider
from equation (13) . Therefore the Fourier transform of is /(x) = -i
V(x-2TCR) 2 -Z 2
Now the Poisson summation formula [17] states that oo Y °°(
14) 2 f(2nn) = -2 g(»)
n=-oo ^^ n=-oo where g(x) is the Fourier transform of f(x). Replacing z by 2nz for convenience we have from equation (14),
.
For S 2 , following exactly the same procedure as before after putting (in this case) a = v = -\ in the relation (12), we get [11] Cascade of fluttering phased aerofoils 337 This type of expression with e 2niRn replaced by (-1)" occurs in the case of a single wing oscillating in subsonic compressible flow in a wind tunnel [18] and in evaluating that series it was assumed that the tunnel height was large compared with the wing chord and certain simplifications resulted. In the present case of compressor blades in cascade this assumption is not valid and we proceed as follows.
Write the expression (17) as The first integral on the right hand side can be found in a convenient series form since the expression in square brackets is S t -which has been evaluated. The integration can then be done term by term after multiplying by e -iuiivf> 2 _ (Th e terms involving | in S 1 are of the form e~( )i ). The second integral on the right hand side is best done by numerical means [19] .
ii) Evaluation of the Lift, Moment & Damping Derivatives
Having determined S x , 5 2 and S 3 the equation (6) can then be solved for Ap(x 0 ) in a similar way to the manner in which the Possio equation for the isolated wing can be treated by the method of collocation. In our case we take (19) ^ 5 with x 0 = -b cos 0. Note that the cot 0/2 term gives the proper leading edge singularity and vanishing trailing edge value of pressure jump in accordance with one form of the Kutta condition. Lane and Friedman [20] showed that if the pressure jump is taken in the above form, then the lift and nose-up moment (about mid-chord) amplitudes L, ffl are given by use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700005395 (20) and (21) To find the coefficients A o , A x and A 2 the expansion (19) is substituted into equation (6) and the value of W(x), formed from the known aerofoil motion at a number of chord stations or "control points", is substituted on the left hand side of the equation (6) . The integral is then evaluated in terms of the coefficients A o , A x at each of these control points. This gives a number (N) of simultaneous algebraic equations for a limited number (N) of the A n . These are then solved to find the A n .
Runyan and Woolston [18] found that for a single wing in a tunnelwhich is equivalent to a cascade with an interblade phase angle of n that the first three terms of the series for the pressure jump and three control points at the \, \ and \ chord positions gave satisfactory results and a larger number of control points did not improve the accuracy to a significant degree. However, for high values of the reduced frequency parameter the use of additional control points might be necessary.
For the calculations done in connection with the present report three control points \c, \c, \c and the first three terms of the pressure expansion were used.
Once A o , A x and A 2 are known the lift and moment amplitudes are known from equations (20) and (21) . However, it is the damping derivatives which are of greater interest since in practical problems of compressor blade flutter it is the sign of the damping in a particular degree of freedom which determines whether the motion in that degree of freedom is damped or not by the aerodynamic forces.
Since experimental data on compressors indicates that the important type of vibration occurring is one of bending we consider the cascade of aerofoils only in bending modes not in torsion modes. However, a small degree of torsion can also exist in practice but this only becomes important with respect to stability of vibrations when the separation region is entered [14] .
The "air load" coefficients l 12 and m 12 are defined in terms of the lift L and moment M by (22) Llp^cV'e™ = l 12 • hjc (23) where h 0 is the amplitude of blade oscillation in bending. The coefficients l 12 and m 12 are in general complex so that use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700005395 (20) - (23) it is seen that the aerodynamic derivatives l lt l 2 , m lt m 2 are found once A o , A x and A 2 are known.
The damping derivatives near the stall (i) The Aerodynamic Lag
Close to the stall region classical flutter theory is inadequate and results in incorrect predictions. It is well known that for an aerofoil oscillating near the stall region, the aerodynamic forces acting on the aerofoil tend to lag the motion, producing a hysteresis curve and enabling the aerofoil to absorb sufficient energy from the air stream to maintain its oscillations. This lag is most important; if it were known for the compressor blade cascade it could be incorporated as an "angle of aerodynamic lag".
Various semi-empirical attempts have been made to predict the dynamic behaviour of aerofoils in or near the stall region or separated flow. Most of these methods start with steady flow experimental characteristics or with non-steady potential flow characteristics and introduce such concepts as modifying the effective camber, relaxing the Kutta condition, introducing an adjustable time lag or other arbitrary assumptions. Although such devices may lead to successful treatment in specific cases and over limited ranges of the variables, none as yet may be considered sufficiently general solutions of the complex problems involved. However, after consideration of experimental information available, it was decided that the most profitable line of approach in studying the region near the stall for compressor cascades is that of aerodynamic lag angle, q>.
Experimental information previously communicated * to the author from United Aircraft Corporation [4] indicates that the lag in the flow separation region is a function of reduced frequency k = tob/V and of chordwise location, as included in Tables I, II . It also appears that the lag does not seem to vary much with the mean angle of attack for a fixed value of the reduced frequency. The experimental information was obtained from high speed movie interferometer studies in which the motion of the boundary layer was correlated with the instantaneous pressure and the motion of the aerofoil.
Although the concept of an aerodynamic phase lag angle is incorporated it is worth noting that it is not definitely known yet whether the lag is primarily an unsteady boundary layer effect or whether it is a function of the quasi-steady lift curve.
ii) Numerical Results for Damping Derivatives
Whereas it is appreciated that the exact mechanism and theory of the aerodynamic lag is not fully understood, the experimental results from Pratt and Whitney for an NACA (2.1) 405 aerofoil operating into the separation region have been incorporated into the cascade theory developed in this present report and the solution for the damping derivatives found using the collocation method described earlier with three control points (Jc, \c, \c). The lag to be used at each of these stations was found from Pratt and Whituse, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700005395 [15] Cascade of fluttering phased aerofoils 341 ney's results (<p). The interblade phase angle a was taken to be 200° after minimisation of critical flutter velocity with respect to a [9] and the results for the damping derivatives l 2 and m 2 as functions of reduced frequency for several gap-chord ratios are given in Figure 3 ( Tables I, II) . A Mach number of 0.5 was chosen for the cases presented and the <p values are for an NACA (2.1) 405 series aerofoil operating near the stall. The situation when the aerodynamic lag in the separation region is not included is also shown for comparison and the loss of damping due to this aerodynamic lag can be seen as k increases, especially for l 2 . A typical numerical set of results for / 2 and m 2 is given in Tables I and II for a gap-chord ratio of unity.
As a further point of interest, several of Wood's results [5] for an oscillating single aerofoil with separation from a fixed point are also included for comparison, but it is pointed out that these latter results are for incompressible flow (Af = 0).
The rather heavy computations were partly done at the Massachusetts is gratefully acknowledged. To obtain an accuracy of four decimal places for A o , A x , and A 2 the series S! and S 2 presented no fundamental problems -the only difficulties were with the series S 3 but these were more in the nature of patience and perseverance. Distances were scaled with respect to unit semi-chord b and sea-level conditions were used. Test amplitudes in the collocation process were taken in the range 0.1 to 0.2 of semi-chord, but the actual values chosen did not seem to affect the numerical results which were found to be sensibly independent of trial amplitudes. The interblade phase angle was taken as 200°a fter a range of a values was considered for minimisation of critical flutter velocity with respect to a.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700005395
Discussion
The results for M = 0.5, a = 200° show that there is a considerable loss of damping in all cases past k ~ 0.25 when separation is present. The damping is also reduced by decreasing the gap-chord ratio of the cascade. A very qualitative comparison of the results with those for an isolated aerofoil oscillating in incompressible flow with separation from a fixed arbitrary point [5] might suggest that damping is less for cases with separation from a fixed point than for periodic flow separation -for which the aerodynamic phase lag angles incorporated in the present numerical results apply.
When a fluttering blade moves into the separation region past the stall point the oscillations are those of a hysteretic system governed by a nonlinear differential-difference equation.
The stability of such blade oscillations in the presence of the upstream wakes has been studied separately [14] with a digital computer using the non-linear feedback analogue to the system and which has behaviour governed by the same equation. A dual input describing function [21] is applied to the analogous feedback system with consideration given to the aerodynamic phase lag and the program can include an initially small torsional motion. Recent computations have indicated from the resulting Nyquist diagrams that bounded regions for divergent oscillations can exist beyond k ~ 0.25 in most practical cases.
Finally, an interesting similarity is noted between the problem of a vibrating cascade of blades as studied herein and the vibrations of a flapping helicopter rotor blade for low inflow conditions. In a two dimensional model the spiral sheet of the wake shed below the vibrating rotor blade is approximated by a series of rows of linearly extended wakes appropriately phased. Both the hovering case [22] and that of slow forward motion require unsteady aerodynamic theory to obtain results in reasonable conformity with practice.
An approximate method of investigating the effects on the rotor blade flapping stability when the vibrating blade advances slowly has been presented [4] [23] and the results show that in similarity with the cascade problem, the damping and resonance conditions are directly related to the distribution of the previously shed rows of wakes below the blade -a result not obtainable from conventional flapping theory.
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